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"The  subjects are cyborg, nature is Coyote, and the geography is Elsewhere." 
-Donna Haraway (in S tone 1995:xi) 

Habitat Pe$ormance: A Reviewer's Diary 

2 October 1999: A crew with heavy-duty cables, electric generators, sound and 
lighting equipment, and video cameras gather on the Los Angeles River's 
concrete-filled riverbed for a location shoot. This rather frequent sight in L.A. 
is the cover for an impending live performance doubled as the filming of a 
documentary by osseus labyrint, a loose constellation of multidisciplinary art- 
ists led by Hannah Sim and Mark Steger. Sim and Steger had been trying 
without success to obtain a permit for an on-site live performance here under- 
neath the First Street Bridge. They changed their strategy to apply for a film 
permit and secured an official approval within a week. The duo pushed this 
subterfuge to its logical end by inviting audience members to witness their 
performance for free, on the condition that they appear as unpaid extras in 
their video documentary.' 

zz September 1999: An air of L.A.-confidentiality begins to generate itself 10 

days before the planned live event at the Los Angeles River. osseus lab~rint  
announces the coming of THEM with a postcard, which displays what looks 
like a classical perspectival painting of the performance site: a concrete bridge 
astride a post-industrial river environment, flanked by railroad tracks on both 
banks. At the center of the postcard is a pale spectral figure walking on all 
fours; on the postcard's lower edge runs a series of cryptic lines and dots that 
look like a cross between a barcode and telegraphic signals (plate I ) .  

A case of cybernetic mutation is concealed within this oddly classical com- 
position: the image was made from a Polaroid of the Sixth ( n o t  the First) 
Street Bridge and then manipulated by Sim with the Photoshop software pro- 
gram to simulate a painting. The spectral figure in the foreground is an image 
of herself in reversed negative. Yet, how the picture was made seems irrel- 
evant at this moment, when the amazement of "what is this?" takes over all 
sensory preoccupation. "A Scout from Mars Snooping in L.A.!" flashes the 
picture's tabloid-flavored subtext, an almost compulsive "reader's response" in 
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this sci-fi-fed metropolis. Our next action is already 
prescribed by the slogan from the popular Fox TV 
series, The X-Files: "The truth is out there." And we 
must go find it! So prods the cryptic postcard from 
osseus labyrint, which omits most details but lists an 
information line. The line leads to a three-minute 
voicemail message, instructing the caller where to 
meet, what to wear, how to get down to the river- 
bed, and when to call again for contingencies. A hint 
of a semilegal clandestine affair has left its scent. 

Late afternoon, z October 1999: osseus labyrint arrives at 
the side alley next to the First Street Bridge to find its 
planned entrance to the riverbed blocked by a mile- 
long train. The railroad police exacerbate the situation 
by forbidding any crossing of the track because of an 
accident that killed two people the day before. The 
company has to change the performance site to the 
opposite bank, while improvising a human map by 
stationing attendants at strategic spots to guide the au- 
dience through the urban labyrinth of downtown L.A. 
Later that day: The audience, arriving in cars, is re- 
routed by guides in orange night-glo jackets, swing- 
ing flashlights. More than a hundred cars trail each 
other to circle around factory lots and downtown 
shops and dive through the storm drain that plum- - 

I .  This postcard for osseus mets into the riverbed. We  spectators are instructed 

labyrintjr THEM (1999) to drive close to the bank, cross the water that slightly hugs the tires, stay 

was designed by ~~~~~h away from the central current, and to triple park on the riverbed. We then 

sim as a compositefrom climb up the concrete bank and cautiously hold the barbwires that divide the 

photos by ~i~~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ ~ and river from the railroad track as we trek toward the performance site for 

~~~k steger. (courtesy of THEM. Underneath the bridge, there are already people sitting on the sloping 

osseus labyrint) bank, waiting. 

osseus labyrint: W h o  Are They? 

What I recorded above is the circumstantial drama preceding THEM,  a 
full-length piece by osseus labyrint. THEM is a significant project in osseus 
labyrint's repertoire in that it both marks the group's return to open-site per- 
formance and accounts for its closer relationship with the geography and cul- 
ture of L.A. osseus labyrint was founded by Sim and Steger in San Francisco 
in 1989. A year later, sculptor/designer/composer Barron Storey and musician 
Todd Herman joined the group, to work primarily in the area of sound engi- 
neering. Storey and Herman chose to stay in northern California when Sim 
and Steger relocated to L.A. in 1994. The two still perform occasionally with 
Sim and Steger; their music also remains in the osseus labyrint repertoire. 
Since 1994, Sim and Steger have worked with many different artists from L.A. 
osseus labyrint has thus become a mobile signifier to mark the two directors' 
collaborations with an evolving base of company memberships. 

Before the company's move south, Sim and Steger spent most of their years 
as osseus labyrint abroad, enacting site-specific projects in various out-of-the- 
way places, including castles, catacombs, temples, treetops, ships, and psychi- 
atric hospitals (plate 2). Aside from their struggle with government censorship 
on a tour to Taiwan in the spring of 1994,'the rule-conscious United States 
proved to be the most difficult place to continue their extreme and high-risk 
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(ad)ventures (plate 3). In this country, staging a live action in even the remot- 
est public site requires a government permit and exorbitant insurance, ob- 
stacles not encountered during osseus labyrint's international tours. The case 
of THEM suggests that ingenuity is sometimes also needed to circumvent bu- 
reaucracy. Of course, the artists' contrasting experiences of applying for a live 
performance permit and a film permit reflect the influence of L.A.'s film in- 
dustry, which seemingly owns the monopoly on all deliberately staged dan- 
gerous human actions in the city. That Sim and Steger were able to make 
their project happen speaks to their sensitivity toward the political/econornic 
superstructure of L.A. Their project has become a showcase not only for their 
extraordinary body art, but also for a part of L.A. that is often the setting for 
sci-fi movies but is rarely inhabited by a live audience. Insofar as the unique 
urban geography of the Los Angeles River functions as an indispensable part 
of THEM, osseus labyrint has created an art performance that cannot happen 
in the same fashion elsewhere. 

Habitat Pefomance: Biology and Ecology at Play 

In conceptual terms, I regard the performance of THElM as beginning with 
the dissemination of the postcard that invites audience participation. By call- 
ing the information line, which urges callers to reconnect at a later date-- 
preferably an hour before the designated event-potential spectators are 
enmeshed in a psychic theatre that attracts their consensual actions with a 
promise tantalizing in its mystique. Since there is no advertising for THEM 
other than the postcard itself and since the performance is free and its site un- 
usual, callers tend to recruit themselves as messengers who carry the clues to a 
treasure hunt. Word of mouth spreads among potential viewers like self-gen- 
erated rumors hatching a cult. The condition of the exchange-free admission 

z. osseus labyrint performs 
in diverse unusual sites. In 
Omphalos Epos (1993), 
osseus labyrint perjorms in- 
side the schooner C.A. 
Thayer in Hyde Street 
Pier, San Francisco, CA. 
(Photo by Richard Down- 
ing 0 1993) 
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3. A n  article in the Taiwan 
Weekly (joJanuaty-4 
February 1994) on osseus 
labyrint-titled 'T\iowhere 
to Reveal Bones. Non- 
Mainstream Performance 
Exposes Government Cen- 
sorship"-discusses the con- 
troversy over their all-nude 
performance in Taipei's 
1994 Post-Butoh Perfor- 
mance Festival. (Courtesy 
of Meiling Cheng) . .. 

for volunteering as extras in a film-further heightens the excitement, espe- 
cially in a city where being in a movie is as easy as eating a takeout pizza-al- 
ways easy, yet always delicious. The contingency that occurs on the date of 
the event offers a serendipitous plotline that tests the performers and entertains 
the audience. But a central player in this matrix is the environment of the Los 
Angeles River and the multiple sensory stimuli it provides-before, during, 
and after the anticipated performative action. 

Considering both its circumstantial drama and the aggregated impacts of its 
environment, I may best describe T H E M  as a "habitat performance." A habi- 
tat is a unique locus where certain organisms survive and thrive; a habitat per- 
formance is then a new species of performance that lures the audience to a 
specific (open) site to observe the bio-activities of rare creatures. The high- 
light of a habitat performance arises from the dynamic interplay between the 
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performer (taken here as the unit that performs)-who assumes the roles of the 
biota (flora and fauna) in the given habitat-and the habitat itself-the time/ 
space within which the bio-performance occurs. Biology and ecology, in 
short, are the major themes of a habitat performance. In all likelihood, the au- 
dience for a habitat performance resembles a voyeuristic theatre audience once 
the action starts. The bio-ecological context of a habitat performance, how- 
ever, renders its audience-by default-biologists, environmentalists, collec- 
tors, hunters, or tourists, who, for varying reasons, have come to watch the 
animals or vegetation that dwell in the particular territory. 

The intertwining of biology and ecology has been a predominant feature in 
osseus labyrint's numerous performance sightings in L.A. Before Sim and 
Steger were able to stage their "biology" within a found "ecology" in a 
project like THEM, they managed to conflate the two themes by means of 
their exceptional appearance and choreography. In other words, they dwelled 
within their bodies as habitats until they found a habitat within which their 
bodies could dwell (plates 4-5). for there is a direct correlation between their 
corporeal formalism and the fabrication of their habitat. In a metaphorical 
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6, osseus labyrint impro- 
vises "Panzerkrebse" in a 
studio in Venice, CA sense, one may suggest, every theatrical environment is a simulated habitat 

(1997) (photo by phillip and the players in it, caught in the sound and fury of that artificial microcosm, 

Dixon) are histrionic creatures worthy of our curiosity and scrutiny. What makes 
osseus labyrint stand out from this theatrical/metaphorical usage of the habitat 
is that the group simultaneously engages in a literal construction of the habi- 
tat. Further, Sim and Steger pursue the bio-ecological topoi of ethology and 
habitat by inventing a formal language with their bodies and little else. 

This formal language developed collaboratively by Sim and Steger starts 
with the visual design of their stage presence-skin as uniform: the standard 
costume for the couple is their naked and clean-shaven bodies. Their conven- 
tion of not wearing clothes in performance emulates the natural state of non- 
human animals, while reinforcing the ethological dimension of their 
choreography. The two artists not only move but "dress" like beasts, fish, 
fowls, insects, or microbes-covered by nothing but that with which they 
were born. If the duo's corporeal morphology establishes their proximity to 
bipeds, their customary appearance onstage ironically accentuates their distance 
from other humans. Indeed Sim's and Steger's own strikingly similar and un- 
usual physiques-both are tall, bald, pale, and gracefully lanky-add an intima- 
tion of uncanniness to their matter-of-fact display of hairless nudity. Glanced 
at from a distance, their performance personas look more like elongated, ema- 
ciated, and genderless specters of extraterrestrial beings than two Homo sapiens 
in motion (plate 6).  To the extent that their bare bodies and stylized move- 
ment succeed in displacing our sense of reality to an altered realm, Sim's and 
Steger's bodies become, literally, osseus labyrint's transportable habitat. 
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While osseus labyrint's performances are rife with allusions to the natural 
world, the company's aesthetics belong more precisely to the liminal zone where 
the natural, the artifactual, and the paranormal converge. Such an intermixture 
may be partially ascribed to the prevalent postmodernist tendencies of aesthetic 
hybridity and fragmentation. It is also a studied result of Sim and Steger's unique 
joint quest, specified in their mission statement, which calls for osseus labyrint to 
be "a laboratory of random mutations" (osseus labyrint 1989). Central to osseus 
labyrint's art is the company's continuous experimentation with ideas and acts of 
mutation. I shall examine this motif beginning with the naming of the company 
through its style of movement and performance concepts. 

osseus Eabyvint: Wha t  Are They? 

To start with, Sim and Steger routinely print their company name in lower- 
case bold type as osseus labyrint.3 This typographical design represents a slight 
mutation, since it diverts from the customary practice of capitalizing proper 
nouns. Etymologically, "osseus" is a Latin adjective for "bony"; it has evolved 
to be the English adjective "osseous," meaning "resembling bones; hard or firm 
as bone" and it could be used to qualify a geological deposit as "containing 
many fossil bones" (OED). Bones have major significance in the study of the 
history of the planet because, as fossil records, they document the evolutionary 
process. In addition to this biological implication, "osseous" is, to my eyes, a 
visually precise term that captures my immediate perception of Sim and Steger's 
bony physiques. The artists' adoption of the word's archaic Latin form lends a 
sense of unfamiliarity that works in tandem with its allusions to mutation. 

"labyrint" is related to the Enghsh noun "labyrinth," indicating a complex 
structure, like a maze or an intricate system. In the fields of anatomy and zo- 
ology, "labyrinth" denotes "the inner ear," which is, according to Gray's 
Anatomy, "the essential part of the organ of hearing, receiving the ultimate 
distribution of the auditory neme" (Gray 1977:859). Sim and Steger took their 
company name from this 19th-century medical textbook, which notes that 
the labyrinth of the inner ear consists of two parts: the "osseous labyrinth, a se- 
ries of cavities channeled out of the substance of the petrous bone, and the 
membraneous labyrinth, the latter being contained within the former" (859). As 
part of the organ of hearing, the inner ear is crucial to maintaining balance in 7, osseus labytint's logo is a 
locomotion. Sim and Steger initially named their company "osseus labyrinth," modijed, anatomical picture 
borrowing and modifjring an anatomical picture o f t  
Gray's Anatomy as the company logo (plate 7). Steger 
rinth" also has an evolutionary implication. In our 
email correspondence, he cites a statement from the 
well-known paleontologist Stephen Jay Gould as an 
inspiration for osseus labyrint's art: "the history of life 
is a labyrinth, not a ladder of progress" (Steger 2000). 

The current usage of "osseus labyrint" came about 
because of an incident in their 1990 tour to Czecho- 
slovakia, where the local press happened to drop the 
"h" from "labyrinth." Sim and Steger decided to ac- 
commodate the accidental slippage. This choice in re- 
sponse to a chance incident exemplifies the artists' 
affinity for mutation. After all, what is mutation if not 
a radical alteration through chance or through design? 

The act of mutation has contributed to the par- 
ticular kinetic style that Sim and Steger have in- 
vented for osseus labyrint. I like to describe their 
style of movements as alien body art for two reasons: 

:he inner ear from the ofthe inner ear. (Courtesy 
mentioned that "laby- ofosseus labyrint) 
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because Sim and Steger have half-seriously identified themselves as "aliens"; 
and because I have never seen anything quite like it-a hybrid of dance, acro- 
batics, body art, and extreme sports. Predictably, the artists themselves resent 
fixing their art in a particular category. They object especially to my labeling 
their work as "dance." I keep the term "dance" as a viable reference to their 
work in light of the many nontraditional movement styles that have devel- 
oped within the discipline of dance since the 1960s. Sim and Steger, however, 
con~plained that they have frequently suffered from the press's misidenti- 
fication of osseus labyrint's work as butoh, which is in fact a branch of contem- 
porary experimental dance that grew out of postwar J a ~ a n . ~  

To  the untrained eyes, certain traits in osseus labyrint's performance, such 
as nudity, strenuous movements, or hanging upside down, are also seen in 
butoh. These superficial similarities nevertheless dissolve under scrutiny. One 
formalistic difference lies in osseus labyrint's neoclassical approach to balance. 
Whereas most butoh styles privilege asymmetrical movements, osseus labyrint 
features an overall emphasis on symmetry, without excluding some local 
asymmetrical moments. This difference perhaps results from different bases of 
kinetic mimesis. The philosophy of animism in butoh allows the dancers to 
express the spirits of both animate and inanimate beings (such as animals, deities, 
plants, minerals, and natural elements). I suggest that osseus labynnt has a dif- 
ferent objective of creating forms for animate and animated beings (such as ani- 
mals and machines), which commonly depend on symmetry for locomotion 
and spatial orientation. Thus, whatever kinetic patterns Sim and Steger have 
learned from butoh, they have sifted through a process of mutation to issue a 
product stylistically alien to butoh. 

Although both Sim and Steger admit to having had brief encounters with 
butoh, they believe their performance style has more to do with other factors 
from their personal backgrounds than with butoh. Steger's earliest exposure to 
periormance was through his participation in the experimental theatre troupe 
Elbows Akimbo in San Francisco in the late 1980s. But he considers his visual 
work in animation the most significant influence on his art. As an animator, 
he often exercises making faces and contorting his body in front of a mirror in 
order to create cartoon characters. He also learns from animation how to per- 
ceive things in a narrow time span and how to break down movement beats 
into sequences of frames within a fraction of a second. Sim describes herself as 
a loner and a nomad who has an intense interest in the natural world, in the 
paradigms of microcosm and macrocosm, in traveling, and in scientific inves- 
tigations. A born athlete, Sim grew up practicing all kinds of sports, as well as 
art, music, and dance, with much family support. She searched these activities 
to find those instances that corresponded to the forms of expression within 
her body: "I was already formed inside before I learned anything," claims Sim 
(200ob). Yet she never expected to share her body expressions with anyone 
else until she joined a butoh workshop in San Francisco. At her first meeting 
with the group she discovered that these dancers were doing things that were 
more like what she had been doing behind closed doors than most of the 
other performance forms she had come across. Apparently the company 
agreed: they asked her to join their troupe that very day. 

When Steger and Sim began collaborating in 1989, each had had some per- 
formance experiences related to experimental theatre and butoh. Their life 
and work partnership itself, however, emerged as the catalyst for subsequent 
chain reactions that yielded the mutated osseus labyrint style as their distinct 
joint signature. 

That the art of osseus labyrint rests centrally on the partnership of an artistic 
couple recalls the collaboration of another heterosexual art team: Marina 
AbramoviC and Uwe Laysiepen (known as Ulay/AbramoviC). AbramoviC and 
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Ulay had independent art careers before they met in Amsterdam in 1975, but 
their partnership helped both artists develop a series of body art projects that 
could not have been done by either alone (see Carr 1993:~~-48;  Jones 1998:140- 
42; O'DeU 1998:31-38, 63-66).5 Similar to Sim and Steger, who are near-mirror 
images, Abramovit and Ulay resemble each other physically. In the 1970S, Ulay/ 
Abramovit did numerous pieces called Relation Work, in which the duo per- 
formed essentially symmetrical performances, such as throwing their naked bod- 
ies repeatedly against each other for 58 minutes (Relation in Space, 1976, Venice) 
or sitting back-to-back with their hair tied together for 17 hours (Relation in  
Time, 1977, B o l ~ ~ n a ) . ~  

As the series title suggests, Abramovit and Ulay turned their physical resem- 
blance and psychic intimacy into both the theme and the emotional substance 
of their collaborative artworks. Kathy O'Dell points out that Ulay/Abramovit 
also exploits its male and female performers' external likeness to propose "a to- 
talizing conception of gender": "So we negate the general idea of man and 
woman. [...I Because a single artist, a single person can't get the results we do. 
W e  have two impulses of two people, and there is one result," declared Ulay 
for the team (in O'Dell 1998:43). The symbiosis between Abramovit and Ulay, 
as C. Carr notes, was symbolized by a nominal designation that the two artists 
sometimes adopted for their partnership: Uma (1993:30). 

Regarding the ambiguity of sexual differences constructed deliberately by a 
male-female artist team, osseus labyrint both echoes and differs from Ulay/ 
Abramovit. Sim and Steger echo their precursors' resistance to gender divi- 
sion by playing up the similarities of their external demeanors, anatomical 
structures, and physical prowess. They assume largely identical stage appear- 
ances and movements. Their symmetrical choreography often downplays, or 
even disguises, their genital differences (e.g., featuring back movements that 
avoid revealing frontal sex organs). Sim and Steger nevertheless differ from 
Abramovit and Ulay in their treatment of gender acculturation and represen- 
tation as nonissues in their habitat performances. Their alien body art revolves 
around the larger project of mutation rather than focusing on the artists' co- 
subjectivity as embodied by their relationship. Thus, their external semblance 
appears to be primarily a visual and stylistic trait, achieved through aesthetic 
reduction/rarefaction (e.g., shaving off all body hair) for incidental or supple- 
mentary visual effects. The theme of mutation, however, is the chosen thread 
through the ongoing osseus labyrint experiments. 

Ulay/AbramoviC made the artist couple's relationship a central issue in its 
performances; inevitably and sadly, the group's work ended with the split of 
Abramovit and Ulay as a couple (see Carr 1993). osseus labyrint benefits from 
Sim and Steger's partnership; the company name itself nevertheless stands for a 
conceptual project larger than the sum of its two founder-directors. 

osseus labyrint: A Laboratory o f R a n d o m  Mutat ions  

In the science of biology, mutation is considered a mechanism of evolution. 
Mutation and genetic recombination produce variability among individuals in 
a population of sexually reproducing organisms. "The resulting genetic vari- 
ability is subject to natural selection in the environment," exerting at least two 
evolutionary impacts: a certain variant may increase the organism's adaptabil- 
ity and potential for survival and reproduction, or it may be de-selected as un- 
fit (Volpe ~ g g j ) . ;  In genetics, mutation denotes an inheritable change in the 
genetic information in an organism's chromosomes. Mutation may occur 
spontaneously, through errors in D N A  replication, as a result of cosmic and 
terrestrial radiation, or from exposure to physical or chemical agents. Muta- 
tion may produce harmful effects on an organism and eventually cause it to 
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become eliminated; it may enhance an offspring's adaptability; or the mutated 
traits may be inherited without any apparent benefit to the species' survival. 
Regardless of its consequences, mutation supplies raw materials for natural se- 
lection, the process posed by Charles Darwin and other biologists as funda- 
mental to evolution. 

While mutation is implicated in the evolutionary process, we may distin- 
guish the two phenomena by their temporal span and thematic accent. Evolu- 
tion traces the extended line of development based on natural selection and 
on all living beings' instinctive drive for survival. Mutation is often perceived 
as abrupt, aberrant, and intractable, for it may happen accidentally or without 
easily discernible reasons. While evolution encompasses both conservation and 
change (of certain genetic traits), mutation has a singular stress on change. 
Since osseus labyrint invests in the concept of mutation, the company's work 
frequently takes the theme of evolution as an omnipresent backdrop, the 
larger environment against which mutations are marked. 

In Woof(1998), a 20-minute piece performed at the opening benefit for the 
10th season of Highways Performance Space in Santa Monica, California, Sirn 
and Steger interpret mutation as an evolution hastened by the desires to learn, 
to play, and to mate.8 The action begins with Sim slowly descending onto the 
stage, supported only by the nape of her neck resting on the looped end of a 
strap that is hanging from the ceiling. Steger crawls in from the wing, using 
mainly his contracting shoulder and waist muscles to propel himself forward. 
Sim now lies prostrate on the floor, struggling to climb up, beating her arms 
against the ground. She encounters Steger, a random meeting that occasions a 
series of changes to both their bodies, intimating their mutations across the 
species line. They make first contact by smelling each other out, gradually 
raising their upper torsos. They establish further communication by imitating 
each other's body languages. Their flirtation ends with a simple ritual of layer- 
ing their bodies on top of one another. After their union, they seem to climb 
"up" the evolutionary plateau to walk on all fours, bobbing their heads 
around in an osseus labyrint routine that Sim and Steger call "pachyderrning" 
(i.e., walking like a large, thick-skinned, flat-footed mammal such as an el- 
ephant, neck waving like an elephant's trunk). The piece culminates in a hu- 
morous tour-de-force when Sim, in her pachyderming posture, lays an egg in 
plain sight-a feat that requires Sim to contract her vagnal muscles to such a 
degree as to press out a large grape planted in her birth canal right during the 
performance! The evolutionary "woof' has gone awry, mating a vulture- 
ermine with a slug-lizard, mutating the odd couple into amphibian mammals, 
and letting the she-hippopotamus lay a single bouncy egg. 

Mutation was the visibly marked propelling force behind the performing 
duo's actions in Woof. Their choreography introduced the kinetic patterns 
that signal the way they have developed their formal phraseology of mutation. 
The duo's evolutionary dance in Woof illustrated a consistent strategy with 
which Sim and Steger display their mutable supple bodies: They merge their 
human physiques performatively with the bodies of others-of animals, plants, 
machines, cartoons, and extraterrestrial beings. 

For lack of an existing vocabulary pertinent to my purpose, I have coined 
the term "homi-xenology" to analyze osseus labynnt's alien body art. My ne- 
ologism accounts for the transitory fusion of two mutually alien forms: the 
body of the human performer ("homi," an inflected prefix derived from the 
Latin "homo") that absorbs the postures, gaits, proportions, behaviors, and 
imagined psychic states of other species ("xenology," from the Latin "xenon 
and "logy.") In essence, homi-xenology is a free-ranging creative method that 
draws inspiration from the biological, scientific, and fantastic worlds in order 
to extend the performing body's capacity as an instrument for corporeal oma- 
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mentation; it molds the human physique to create instant flesh sculptures that 
embellish the space. 

Although the term I use to describe osseus labyrint's art i s  neologistic, the 
technique o f  homi-xenolog~ i s  by no means a recent development. In the 
I ~ ~ O S ,Antonin Artaud had already suggested the potential o f  homi-xenology in 
creating his by-now famous theatrical action "poetry in space" (1958:38). osseus 
labyrint's movements systematize the Artaudian poetry in space with such 
mathematical rigor that it becomes a body technology, a science o f  cyber-me- 
chanics operated by little more than the performers' naked flesh. Artaud, with 
his characteristic preference for the esoteric, described such a kinetic merging 
o f  the human performer with the body o f  others as "totemism." According to 
Artaud, totemism is created "in behalf o f  actors": "the old totemism o f  animals, 
stones, objects capable o f  discharging thunderbolts, costumes impregnated with 
bestial essences-everything, in short, that might determine, disclose, and direct 
the secret forces o f  the universe" (10). 

Artaud believed that totemism, similar to brimstone, is  a source o f  constant 
magic, which will help us rediscover and exercise the vital forces o f  life. 
While such a belief is unverifiable, Artaud's comment serves to elucidate the 
inexplicable sensations that I have experienced while watching an osseus 
labyrint spectacle. At its brightest moments, the experience may be likened to 
the bearing o f  a visual passion so electrifying and a psychic predicament so 
pleasurable that it approaches the perception o f  a miracleconstant magic it is, 
as unspeakable and random as a sequence o f  mutations. 

Habitat Peformance: T H E M  

Evolution as motivated mutation coordinates the action o f  Woof, which 
stars two phenomenally adaptable creatures rooting for pleasure, procreation, 
and survival. More often than not, however, mutation i s  an involuntary act, 
with consequences beyond the control o f  the mutated subjects and their oth- 
ers. The crisis o f  mutation is a pre-text for THEM, the habitat performance 
that osseus labyrint staged in the Los Angeles River. I use the word "pre-text" 
o f  course a s  a pun, for the theme o f  calamitous mutation simultaneously 
evokes a preceding text to which the performance alludes-a 1954 sci-fi movie 
Them!-and serves as a pretext for osseus labyrint's largely plotless action in 
THEM.9 The Gordon Douglas movie takes its title from a scene in which a 
horrified little girl can barely identify the killers o f  her family, blurting out a 
single word, "Them! Them!"'" The homicidal "them" in question are a horde 
o f  nuclear-mutated, carnivorous giant ants endowed with dragon-size wings. 
They escape human persecution from New Mexico to California while prey- 
ing on people, destroying property, and stealing sugar (trainloads o f  i t)  on the 
way. The movie's final countdown spectacle takes place in the Los Angeles 
River's drainage system, where a human army-brandishing archaic machine 
guns (!) and directed by a father-daughter team o f  entomologists-overtakes 
the monster ants in their new nest. 

The preexisting narrative framework from a cult Hollywood movie provides 
an added inflection to what I have earlier documented as the circumstantial 
drama o f  THEM. By analogy, we who came to wait and watch become either 
the worker ants attending the queen ant's mating dance, or the human defend- 
ers who seek to sabotage the habitat o f  them: the antennae-sprouting aliens. In 
either scenario, we have entered their territory, an environment punctuated by 
moist smells, moving trains, electric towers, the spectacular arch o f  the First 
Street Bridge, and its graffiti-marked, wall-like foundation that serves as the 
skene for THEM (plate 8). By allowing ourselves to be enclosed within an alien 
habitat, we voluntarily participate in an osseus labyrint performance that enlists 
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us as well as the urban site as extras, who are, by definition, characters in a make- 
believe illusion. We walk into our positions as we, observing the performers as 
them, while the half-dry riverbed of the Los Angeles River plays out its role as 
their habitat. Both the pre-show audience activities and the surrounding geogra- 
phy are then integral to this event. THEM, as a habitat performance, offers a 
gestalt experience, for it casts even the smoggy L.A. night sky as the radiation- 
polluted horizon of a sci-fi future. 

To  some extent, the movie reference also exists as a pretext, considering 
that it only reinforces osseus labyrint's recurrent motifs of alienation, muta- 
tion, and migration without supplying THEM the search-and-destroy (the 
monsters) plotline. In fact, no program note was distributed on the perfor- 
mance date (2 October 1999) that cited the sci-fi movie as either a pre-text, 
an inter-text, or a post-text. Knowledge about Them! is by no means a pre- 
requisite for enjoying THEM, although an awareness of the movie might add 
some provocative nuances to the event. In and of itself, THEM unfolds more 
like a hyper-dance, a happening, and an extreme spectacle than a narrative 
drama. Like a tightly constructed visual opera, the piece's action consists of 
three distinct acts. Each act happens in an isolated micro-location within the 
habitat and progresses through a sequence of effervescent movements. 

The first act might be called an acrobatics of flight, echoing the giant ants' es- 
cape through air in Them! Enter the sonic attractions: a synthetic auralscape of 
natural and mechanical sounds (the wind, the water flowing, the train, etc.) de- 
signed and performed by Daniel Day and Ann Perich grates against the slowly ris- 
ing river wind. This "synthetic auralscape" is actually the result of an 
instantaneous mixing: on-site improvisation mutates a soundbed made from pre- 
recorded existing and manipulated sounds from the Los Angeles River environ- 
ment. Sim and Steger appear in their standard costumes; they are hairless and bare 
despite the chilly autumn temperature. The two swiftly strap on some saddle-like 
devices made of canvas strips, pulling their bodies up on two ropes that hang from 
the bridge. Suspended about 30 feet above the ground, without a safety net, Sim 
and Steger loosen their buckles to hang upside down with their ankles gripped by 
foot harnesses. They keep their chins tucked and their arms at their sides to pause 
in midair, like bats in hibernation. Their stillness and apparent ease give the im- 
pression that they operate on reversed gravity. The only telltale sign of their "un- 
natural" postures is the subtle gradation of skin tones: their upper torsos look 
slightly redder (bloodier) than their lower limbs (plate 9). 
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The twin-like body artists, illuminated by a search- 
light, cast mammoth shadows on the skene. The un- 
canny similarities of their physiques and bodily 
surfaces elude sexual differentiation, even individual 
distinction. Such similitude is fortified by their kinetic 
symmetry, rendering their shadows virtually identical 
and synchronized in motion. At times they are given 
to modifjring their abdomens in spasmodic breathing 
patterns that make plainly visible the shapes of their 
spines and rib cages, hence manifesting what Artaud 
once feverishly coined a "body without organs."" 
Then, as phenomenally as they made their initial up- 
side-down leaps into space, Sim and Steger pull their 
bodies upward by walking their hands up their legs. 
They hold their torsos tightly in balls as they become 
pendulums, vacillating, drifting in evanescent arcs. 
While their bodies dangle as flesh-matter in endless 
minute contortions, their shadows emerge indepen- 
dently like a pair of phantom amoebas, contracting or 
relaxing under the microscopic light. 

The second act proceeds as an alien tango with the 
ground, evoking images of earth-bound insects. The 
duo, with their backs toward us, descends into a pool of 
red light. Keeping their faces averted and legs bent, 
their backs are canvases for transient muscular forms. 
They extend their spines and lie prostrate, inching for- 
ward, allowing their flesh to rub on the hard surface. 
Crawling in a horizontal motion, lying flat on their stomachs, they twist and turn 
their arms backward, lifting them off the ground behind their backs. Their fingers 
and palms circle around to make two pairs of hollow fists, which "gaze" inquisi- 
tively around like a beetle's protruding eyes or a robot's diligent antennas. They 
raise their whole bodies upward by resting on cheeks, necks, and elbows; their el- 
evated legs branch out, testing the air @late 10). Moments later, they move about 
on the ground like mutant invertebrate creatures with four rather than six legs. 
Who are these creatures, I can't help wondering. Sim and Steger are able to trans- 

8-10. osseus labyrint's 
THEM (1999) was per- 

1 formed alongside the Los 
Angeles River, underneath 
the First Street Bridge. 
(Photos by Eric Tucker) 
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form their anatomies to  such a degree that their movements often appear 
directionless-an optical illusion reinforced by their naked, hairless, and fat-free 
bodies. From my distant vantage point, I can scarcely tell whether they are bend- 
ing forward or backward to walk on all fours. Are they pachyderming or are they 
belly dancing like a pair of acrobatic tortoises? 

While the duo adopt symmetry to produce a doubling between them, their 
kinetic art follows a linear structure to create a metamorphosis: their torsos 
and limbs mutate in progressive variations without much cyclical repetition. 
This choreographic linearity formally represents the successive course of evo- 
lution; it also emulates the seriality of animation frames. The two artists move 
fluidly through configurations, unhindered as if projections on MTV's Liquid 
TV." Their somatic gestures are both rhythmic and jerky, attenuated and pro- 
ficient, volatile and rigorous, presenting angles so exaggerated and shapes so 
difficult and outlandish that they seldom look human. Like hybrids between 
bugs and engines, reptiles and robots, Sim and Steger evolve from one species 
to  another, or,  rather, they morph from one animation trope to another. 
Then, they end the state of constant motion to become ossified specimens. 
Are they aliens poisoned by human pollution? 

The music stops. T w o  men in plainclothes approach the pair. Jointly they 
move Steger from the dry concrete to the shallow water about 15 feet away. 
They return to move Sim to the water. Some spectators gasp in disbelief. One  
guy behind me mumbles, "They are crazy!" But most of  us who are more 
alert run quickly to the waterfront. Pushed by the two men, the frozen bodies 
start rolling slowly on their own toward deeper water. Before I can register 
what is happening, the performers drop into the central current and their twin 
figures are instantly carried away by the rapids. Against the moonlight, we 
only see two heads plungng into darkness, ocean-bound. A breathtaking exit 
closes the culminating act of THEM. 

osseus Iabyrint: Home-Spawn Cyborgs 

Precisely because of their daredevil courage, prowess, and physiological ap- 
titude, Sim and Steger seem to embody postmodern sci-fi visions of the cyboty, 
a cybernetic organism compounded of the animal and the machine. Cel- 
ebrated by Donna Haraway as "a creature of social reality as well as a creature 
of fiction" (1gg1:149), a cyborg is-in my lexicon-a homi-xenological in-
vention that symbolizes the human's cohabitation with and assimilation of the 
intelligent machines in our thoroughly technologzed existence. According to 
Haraway's elaboration in "A Cyborg Manifesto," cyborgs are post-Second 
World War hybrid entities with two contemporary guises: first, cyborgs are 
"ourselves and other organic creatures in our unchosen 'high-technological' 
guise as information systems, texts, and ergonomically controlled labouring, 
desiring, and reproducing systems"; second, cyborgs are "machines in their 
guise, also, as communications systems, texts, and self-acting, ergonomically 
designed apparatus" ( I ) .  

In my view, Sim and Steger's performance personas recall a third type of 
cyborg that already exists in the advanced medical field of prosthesis design: 
biological organisms that incorporate cybernetic or mechanical implants to fa- 
cilitate physical functions. I don't mean to imply that Sim and Steger have un- 
dergone medical procedures to  alter or supplement their anatomies, as the 
artists Orlan of France and Stelarc from Australia have done to their own bod- 
ies.I3 R o n  Athey, in "Body Language," compares Sim and Steger with Stelarc 
and Orlan to comment on these artists' extreme bodyworks that exhibit and 
pursue "the body's obsolescence": 
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Stelarc's full-body meat-hook suspensions defied the notion of what the  
body can withstand and survive, while his more recent mechanical third  
arm and computer-controlled surgical implants speculate on the end of  
the natural body's usefulness. Yet in a way, Stelarc's concepts have been  
overshadowed by actual medical-implant advances. Likewise, the profun-  
dity of Orlan's facial surgeries has been rendered obsolete by the real-life  
spectacle of plastic-surgery "cat woman" and New York socialite  
Jocelyne Wildenstein. Sim and Steger, meanwhile, low-tech and surgery-  
free, stake their claims for the body's obsolescence simply by performing:  
Their joint image, twinlike and androgynous, is a science-fi ction night-  
mare. As man and woman, they create the illusion of a spare, post-human  
race. (Athey 1999)  

I find Athey's analysis stimulating and incisive. Notably, both Stelarc and 
Orlan utilize medical technologies to alter or enhance their bodies; they are 
literally cyborgs in Haraway's sense of the term. In contrast, Sim and Steger of 
osseus labyrint tax their own bodies to emulate the immense, superhuman ca- 
pacity of technology. I cite the cyborg as an analogy for osseus labyrint merely 
to highlight the perception that, during their performances, Sim and Steger 
resemble organic machines in appearance and carriage. The duo looks alien be- 
cause their dance contains a legion of kinetic stylization, alternating move- 
ments among biomorphic, ethological, and robotic patterns. 

The  context of cyborification offers another rationale for the near mirror 
images of  Sim and Steger's clean-shaven, nude, and smooth surfaces. In 
Haraway's felicitous words: 

The cyborg is a creature in a post-gender world; it has no truck with bi-  
sexuality, pre-oedipal symbiosis, unalienated labor, or other seductions to  
organic wholeness through a final appropriation of all the powers of the  
parts into a higher unity. (1991:15o)  

I have discussed earlier that Sim and Steger consistently understate their ana- 
tomical divergence in performance, which is augmented by a choreography 
that often masks their sexual difference. Even though they do play with the 
heterosexual act of procreation, their kinetic enactment places a singular stress 
on  the artistic equivalence of skills. The  equal elegance and grotesquerie 
achieved by the duo displays little human variance between them, highlighting 
their machinelike efficiency and exactitude. In performance, the androgynous 
couple from osseus labyrint seems to have transcended both gender and gravity. 
Sim and Steger, in my opinion, out-trump the high-tech cyborgs with their 
own low-tech performance magnetism, a mega-science humanly powered by 
little more than their technology of the body. (Unless, of course, I am fooled 
by my conviction that Sim and Steger cannot really be, as they profess, aliens.) 

Habitat Pe$ormance:  
When the Birnam Wood Comes to (a Theatre Near) You  

The  technology of the body is the central appeal of osseus labyrint's art. 
Understandably, most of the group's performances are wordless dramas of 
high athleticism. But even this tendency is subject to the challenge of muta- 
tion. In a 1999 adaptation of Macbeth, osseus labyrint throws Shakespeare's 
tragedy of premonition, usurpation, and damnation off in an alien spin. Inter- 
estingly, the title of this piece has endured successive mutations unforeseen by 
the artists. Sim and Steger named their project The Tragedy of Macbeth, which 
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appeared as the title of its performance at Highways. Due to a prior miscom- 
munication, however, the work was advertised in Highways' performance cal- 
endar as Something Wicked This Way Comes. Most recently, in the promotional 
literature prepared for an exhibition of Sim's installation performance Unsex 
Me Here (~ooo), the project was inadvertently identified as Mac Beth.'4 With 
the artists' blessing, I decided to take Mac Beth, my own favorite among the 
three, as a shorthand way to identifj. this project. Considering the central role 
that mutation has played in osseus labyrint's corpus, I do not regard my act of 
nominal mutation as trespassing on another authorial territory. As Steger said, 
"We are going to change the title again the next time we perform it."'s Flux is 
the currency in the economy of mutation. 

Mac Beth is an oddity in the company's recent repertoire because it includes 
a substantial portion of Shakespeare's words, albeit freely shorn and reas- 
sembled. The project also employs an ensemble of six actors (including Sim 
and Steger), one runner billed as "Muscle," and two onstage musicians/narra- 
tors-an arrangement that more than quadruples the osseus labyrint's usual 
number of perf~rmers. '~ According to the artists, the performance staged at 
Highways was a work-in-progress version that realized about 30 percent of 
what they wished to accomplish. Indeed, I observed some shortcomings in 
Mac Beth, especially in the areas of vocal delivery, characterization, and the 
semiotic precision concerning the pairing of verbal and physical languages. 

11. The program bookletfor Still, I believe the work's treatment of theatricality and its peculiar molting of 
The Tragedy of Macbeth the Shakespearean beast more than compensate for those shortcomings. 
(1999) by osseus labyrint Similar to THEM, the performance of Mac Beth presents a gestalt experi- 
shows a dagger sliding ence accomplished by osseus labyrint's comprehensive design for the event. 
through two tumblingjg- Typically this design encompasses the program brochure, the production con- 
ures. (Courtesy ofosseus cept, and the fabrication of an altered state of existence. Moreover, it is 
labyrint) through the company's kinetic dramaturgy that the mutant theatricality of this 

particular multisensory event becomes fleshed out. 
The program for Mac Beth is a slender booklet tied 

up by a cotton cord. The cover features The Tragedy 
ofMacbeth in an archaic font, joined by the image of 
a dagger sliding through two tumbling figures con- 
joined at their thighs (plate I I). A symmetrically 
folded insert in the brochure opens to the first layer 
of a distorted anatomical picture of a skull, which is 
stretched to link to a trumpet-shaped channel/tun- 
nel. Its caption reads "The Right Membranous 
Labyrinth with Cerebral Hemispheres exposed." 
The picture is divided in the middle, opening onto 
the second layer to reveal a circular map of a brain. 
The brain map doubles as the diagram of a feudal 
castle with six compartments, marked respectively 
"Crown; Letter; Dagger; Vessel; Candle; Wood." Its 
caption reads "The Base of the Cranial Cavity as 
seen from above," followed by six quotations from 
Shakespeare. Each quotation in turn refers back to 
an emblematic object outlined in the brain-castle 
(plate 12). 

Like the Witches' riddle-like oracles, these quota- 
tions refer to six paradigmatic scenes in the source 
play. They further map out the adapted course of 
Mac Beth: ( I )  "fair is foul, and foul is fair"-the 
prophecy from the three Witches, who promise the 
future crown for Macbeth; (2) "come, you spirits that 
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Can 

tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, and fill me from the crown to the 
toe top-full of direst crueltyn-the ambition of Lady Macbeth ignited by the 
IC~ttc~rshe receives from Macbeth; (3) "light thickens, and the crow makes wing 
to th'rooky wood, good things of day begin to droop and drowse, whiles 
night's black agents to their preys do rouses-the assassination of Duncan by 
Macbeth and the da 'ger  with which Macbeth commits regicide; (4) "blood 
will have bloodn-the ghost of Banquo appears to haunt Macbeth, who 
breaks his wine vesscl in the banquet; ( 5 )  "and all our yesterdays have lighted 
fools the way to dusty deathn-Lady Macbeth's candle-l i t  sorrow before her 
suicide; (6) "peace. The charm's wound up"-Macbeth stabbed by MacDuff 
who is not of woman born, when the Birnam uwod comes to Dunsinane (see 
Shakespeare 1980). These are the six crucial stages in Macbeth's career as a 
usurper. The in~plication of the program design is clear: we spectators are 
guests to the brain of a conspirator. The opening of the folded brochure 

1 2 .  T h e  productiorl pro- 
grams ' fo ldout  inser t jbr  
The Tragedy of 
Macbeth shows the  struc- 
ture o f  the  braill-castle. 
(Des ign  b y  David  
Hardegree; courtesy o f  
osseus labyrint)  
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resembles the opening of the various gates leading to the inner chamber of 
Macbeth's ambition, which assumes the shape of his scheming skull. In retro- 
spect, this excellent conceit would become even richer within the context of 
osseus labyrint's production concept. 

Sim and Steger sum up their concept for Mac Beth in one phrase: "an ar- 
cheological ghost storyw-heavily influenced, as they said, by Hong Kong's 
kungfu fantasy movies such as The Ghost Story. The two directors' incisive 
summation captures the gist of osseus labyrint's reinterpretation of Macbeth, 
which lies in interpolating a narrative perspective through the figure of an Ar- 
cheologist. This framing character (played by French artist Marianne Magne) 
functions much like a surrogate for the spectator and a catalyst for the per- 
former. As spectators, we vicariously participate in her adventure and piece 
together the story fragments through her consciousness. The actors in this re- 
composed dynastic tragedy also await the Archeologist's touch to become re- 
animated. The Archeologist's periodic entrances into the scene, moreover, 
thread together the six disparate sections delineated in the program as the sun- 
dry compartments in Macbeth's brain-castle. 

The Archeologist, with her carehl and mostly mute activity, brings impetus 
to the dramatic scene by her seemingly random interactions with the six em- 
blematic objects, which are placed on mobile platforms scattered around the 
performing space. These iconic objects that pollute Macbeth's brain-castle also 
function as crystallized titles to the six episodes in Mac Beth. The Archeologist, 
for example, will find a candle and take a snapshot of her find, thereby trigger- 
ing the episode in which Lady Macbeth (played by Sim), lit by that very candle, 
washes her hands repeatedly in a ritualistic swan song of madness before death. 
In the "Wood" section, the Archeologist circles around the thick trunks of lum- 
ber suspended by ropes, hence igniting Macbeth's last fight in Dunsinane. The 
actors push the wood trunks, letting them swing around to create the impression 
of a moving grove from Birnam when the Archeologist retreats to the observing 
sideline. Thus, the story of Mac Beth is more exactly the journal of digs and rev- 
eries kept by an explorer, whose meddling with the past inadvertently awakens 
the ghosts-those who are condemned to rehearse their erstwhile passionate 
moments once and again. Like the shite (the protagonist) in a Japanese noh 
drama, those who cannot forget their past lives are doomed to repeat their ago- 
nizing moments for the benefit of another whose path has intersected with 
theirs. In light of this concept, our opening of the folded program takes on an- 
other significance: like the Archeologist, we are excavating an ancient site, ter- 
rain by terrain, in order to consort with lingering shadows in the cave. 

In the cave we find three bald and naked figures sitting still in contraptions 
of straps, hoisted up in midair. O n  a platform further back stands a similar 
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naked figure, tilting his head toward a big horn hung together with a speaker. 
Two (clothed) musicians with assorted noise instruments and synthesizers are 
installed in a corner to the east. All figures freeze and are silent. Blackout. 

Some strange clunking sounds enter the space, followed by the click of a 
switch for a tiny spotlight. The light emits from a headlamp worn by a figure 
fully wrapped in bulky attire, which is comprised of a miner's helmet, a pair of 
goggles, a mouth-cover, rubber gloves, a jumpsuit with various tubes, moun- 
taineering gear, and hard-shelled boots. Moving clumsily about and peering 
through a magnifying glass, the Archeologist strikes her first impression as an 
astronaut-cum-bounty hunter, sporting her thrift-store fashion from the fu- 
ture. From her infection-proof costume and by the way her boots clunk and 
suck on the floor, I sense that we have been transported to another planet or 
to a remote space/time zone where a different gravity is at work. Through her 
eyes I view the still figures onstage as fossilized remains hidden among rocks 
and ruins, which emerge as an osseous labyrinth. The Archeologist inspects the 
horn and touches it, a tentative gesture that serves to quicken the dormant 
phantoms. Stillness dissolves as the illusion of a reanimated past presents itself. 

Lights come up on the three Witches (played by Sim, Carol Cetrone, and 
David Hardegree), who gradually unfurl from harnesses to dangle upside down 
by ankle straps. Their belly muscles contract in full spasms, while musicians 
speak greetings amidst a prerecorded chorus loop that sounds like an ethereal 
omen: "Fair is foul, and foul is fair, / Hover through the fog and filthy air." 
Lights crossfade to the platform with MacDunquo (played by Peter Schroff)-a 
hybrid character fused together from Shakespeare's Duncan, Banquo, and 
MacDuff-listening to battle sounds from the speaker. He holds onto the horn, 
a blown-up "Eartrumpet" that conveys tidings concerning his kingship.17 Alas, 
his crown, as the Witches foretell, is about to be prematurely ripped from his 
forehead to land on his victorious subject of the moment, Macbeth. 

Released from their harnesses, the Witches slug-crawl toward the center to 
meet Macbeth (played by Steger), who enters from the east, unsteady and wa- 
vering like a pre-baked clay figure, or, as in Athey's keen description, like a 
"graceful gimp, each foot turned out at a disfiguring 135-degree angle" 
(19gg:n.p.). In a snappy cartoon voice, Macbeth announces his confusion, 
"What are these, / So withered and so wild in their attire / That look not like 
th'inhabitants of th'earth. [...I You should be women, / And yet your beards 
forbid me to interpret / That you are so." Hailed as he "that shalt be King 
hereafter," Macbeth is now surrounded by the "weird sisters," who have trans- 
formed from sluggish snakes into pachyderms. The manner of Steger's delivery 
heightens the humor of his questioning, for the pack of pachyderming Witches, 
in their sleek nakedness, have surely neither haggard "attire" nor "beards." 

1 3 1 6 .  Lady Macbeth 
(Hannah Sim) lunges as 
Macbeth (Mark Steger) 
circles, in osseus labyrint's 
Mac Beth (19991, per- 
formed at Highways, Santa 
Monica, CA. (Courtesy of 
osseus labyrint) 
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This opening segment encapsulates all the dramaturgical strategies of Mac 
Beth. Two levels of reality are staggered across its phantasmic terrain: the real- 
ity of the Archeologist, who exists in an indefinite future, and that of the 
labyrinthine ghosts who haunt a prehistoric limbo. The alteration between 
these two realities creates the rhythm for the action, which is carried out 
through an intense poetry in space and a sonic mishmash comprised of the 
characters' dialogues delivered live by actors and musicians or mediated by 
broadcast. Music and sound effects, both looped and performed live, wash 
through the auralscape in ebbing currents. 

Tweaked by the patented osseus labyrint choreography, Mac Beth's poetry 
in space retains a high visual interest throughout-this despite and because of 
the actors' different levels of kinetic expertise. But I find the sonic dimension 
less resolved. As Macbeth, Steger delivers most of his lines live, in an eccentric 
cartoon style, which at times undercuts the tragic tension. Most of Sim's 
speech as Lady Macbeth is recorded, flowing in like faded memories. I hear 
pathos in her soft mediated voice, but the audacity of a woman who vows to 
be "unsexed" escapes me. Had Macbeth's voice been the only one delivered 
live, I might have understood these mutated sounds and furies as echoes inside 
his brain. But the first live voice in Mac Beth actually comes from Schroffs 
MacDunquo, who comments in a drawn-out monologue on the transcendent 
death of Cawdor. This monologue might be taken as a thematic foreshadow- 
ing of Macbeth's eventual cowardly demise, but its relevance becomes lost 
amid the architectonic hustle-bustle of the alluring and relevance-defying 
physical language. 

These reservations notwithstanding, I have to wonder if my hunger for the- 
matic relevance and dramatic flair isn't the reaction of a habitual Shakespearean 
spectator, who feels both charmed and ill at ease when confronting these 
phenomenas of incomprehensible mutation. Am I not searching for an already 

17. Mark Steger as fictionalized Scotland in an irretrievably mutated Mars? Still, my quest for 
scoops Hczflnah "Eurekas" does not seem utterly finicky or utopian, for there are indeed scenes 

Sim as Lady A4acbeth in of exquisite beauty in Mac Beth where visceral poetry, twisted anatomy, and 
the "Letter" section o f  semiotic rigor do join. Two choreographic segments in the "Letter" episode 
Mac Beth. (Courtesy of exemplify these moments of grace. 
osseus labyrint) The episode begins with the Archeologist reading 

from a dusty parchment held by pincers. The 
ment is Macbeth's letter to his partner in conspiracy, 
Lady Macbeth, who has resolved to be Queen. 
Macbeth returns, having second thoughts about his 
planned betrayal of the King. Steger reasons out 
Macbeth's hesitation by walking a circle in an even 
pace, while Sim dramatizes Lady Macbeth's simmer- 
ing anger and deliberation by a complex dance in the 
middle of the circle. She twists her arms to lock in 
her head and chest, gradually lowering her stature by 
spreading her legs while rocking her body softly back 
and forth. When Macbeth reaches the pinnacle of his 
fear for the "vaulting ambition," this osseous Lady 
Macbeth also sinks to the ultimate reach of her splits, 
parting her legs laterally to I 80 degrees on the ground 
(plates 13-16). Such is the extremity of her resolve! 

The persuasion of her gifted body continues. Lady 
Macbeth kneels in a fetal position; her voice-over 
whispers seductively, "When you durst do it, then 
you were a man; / And to be more than what you 
were, you would / Be so much more than the 
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man." Macbeth holds her from behind, rocking gently. He slowly stretches 
his back and lies flat facing up, carrying her body on top of his. Synchronized, 
they raise their knees and torsos upward, then bend their entangled flesh for- 
ward. Like an envelope kissing a letter, Macbeth scoops up his Lady and walks 
toward their most wicked progeny: "Is this a dagger which I see before me?" 
(plate 17). Rarely have I seen Eros and Thanatos so lightly twined. 

Sim and Steger's body languages, engaged in a dialogue, leave some most 
indelible impressions behind the ruins ofLZ/lac Beth. I may cite their hypnotic 
doubling in the piece as graphic evidence of why Mac Beth is in fact the most 
appropriate title for this performance. Its story morphs from an Archeologist's 
lucky dig, to a baroque warfare among ghosts who cannot forget, to an in- 
temperate affair between Mac and Beth. Marianne Magne, as the Archeolo- 
gist, humorously captures this realization in her program note, written as a 
memo by her character: 

Findings on site 66, Cawdor, Scotland. Palimpsest # 3 ,  deciphered as fol-  
lows: "I've been bald once" He said. "I've been bald twice" She said.  
"I've been bald many times" He said. "I've been bald forever" She said.  
"Bollocks!" He said. Work hypothesis: The ensuing bloody mess possibly  
originated from a domestic fight.  

Mutation is the absurd made flesh. 

Noter 

I .   I participated in this exciting performance as a spectator and an "unpaid extra" and I  
have written a review of THEM for Theatre]ournal (2000). The review has become the  
seed text for an assessment of osseus labyrint in Chapter 7 of my book In Other Los  
Angeleser: Multicentric Pefoiannance Art  (2001). The present version provides a more sub-  
stantial coverage of the performance, along with other works by osseus labyrint. I had  
an extensive interview with Sim and Steger in 1998, two more interviews in 2000, and  
numerous email exchanges. All biographical and historical information concerning  
osseus labyrint is based on these interviews. 1 dedicate this article to Hannah Sim and  
Mark Steger-before they mutate to be other beings.  

2.  osseus labyrint was invited by Mo-l~n Wang, director of the Body Weather Laboratory,  
to perform in their 1994 Post-Butoh Perforn~ance Festival in Taipei, Taiwan. The per-  
formance was scheduled for 27 January 1994, but Wang received an oficial notice on  
25 January from the Department of Education banning osseus labyrint's performance  
for the ostensible reason that Wang had failed to obta~n a permit. The media rallied for  
the artists, who were allowed to do a demonstration performance during a press confer-  
ence. The Department of Education admitted that the performance was not porno-  
graphic, but they still feared that the nudity involved in osseus labyrint's piece would  
"contradict the national character and affect public morality." So they would allow  
osseus labyrint to perform only in a restricted educational venue to an audience of pro-  
fessionals and experts. Black market t~ckets, however, were ava~lable for sale to the  
general public at the door-not at the box office.  

3 .   I compromised by listing the company name in lowercase without the bold type  
throughout the article.  

4.  For an excellent study of butoh, see Susan Blakeley Klein (1988). Also see Bonnie Sue Stein  
(1986) and the Spring 2000 TDR special issue, with sections guest edited by Kurihara  
Nanako and Carol Martin.  

5.  According to C .  Carr (19y3:25-48), Ulay and AbramoviC met on what happened to be  
their mutual birthday, 30 November-Ulay was born in Germany in 1943, AbramoviC  
in Yugoslavia in 1946. Sim and Steger are a much younger team. I thank Amelia Jones  
for urging me to explore this art history connection between Uma and osseus labyrint  
in her comment on an earlier draft.  

6.  The performance document for Relation in Space is as follows: "In a given space. / Per- 
formance. / T w o  bodies repeatedly pass, touching each other. / After ga in~ng  a  
higher speed they collide. / Duration: 58 minutes /July,  1976 / XXXVIII Biennale,  
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Giudecca, Venice. / Visitors: 300"; for Relation in Time: "In a given space. / First part 
/ Performance. / Without public. / W e  are sitting back to back, tied together by our 
hair / not movlng. / Duration: 16 hours / Second part / Performance. / The public 
come in. / W e  continue sitting for one more hour. / Duration: 17 hours / October, 
1977 / Studio G7, Bologna. / visitors: 300" (see AbramoviC 1998:130, 168). 
See also Chai (1993). I wish to acknowledge Sim and Steger's challenge to my previous 
understanding of mutation and evolution. 
I saw this performance live at Highways on 23 May 1998. 
I thank Peter Bleszynski for reminding me of the possible reference to Them! I must 
admit that, before I confirmed the connection with Sitn and Steger, I thought the 
movie reference interesting but ludicrous. 
For a quick Introduction to the movie Them! (1934)~directed by Gordon Douglas, see 
the website <http://us.imdb.com/Titleloo47j73>. The website's tagline for the movie 
reads: "A horror horde of crawl-and-crush giants clawing out of the earth from mile- 
deep catacombs!" 
For an analysis of Artaud's coinage "body without organs," see Gilles Deleuze and 
Fkhx Guattari (1987). 
In the late ~ggos,  MTV ran an animation program called Liquid T V ,  which included a 
series of animation fragments. Episodes from different features flowed together without 
clear divisions or individual ldentificatlons. Feature A, for example, would run for two 
minutes, followed by feature B, followed by feature C ,  then back to the second install- 
ment of feature A, of feature C ,  of feature D,  of feature B, etc. The order of their ap- 
pearances seemed to be random. 
See Auslander (1997) for an assessment of Orlan; for Stelarc's most recent cyborg ex- 
periments, see the website by Atzori and Woolford (2000). I thank Moira Roth for 
bringing my attention to this slte. 
Uniex Me Here is "a multimedia sensory assault by Hannah Sim of osseus labyrint, vldeo 
artist and composer Ann Perich, and French visual artist Marianna Magne" (press re- 
lease). The exhibition was held in Crazy Space, a gallery for experimental art in the 
18th Street Arts Complex in Santa Monica, California, from 4-19 February 2000. 

Phone conversation with Steger and with Sim on 3 December 2000 concerning my 
willful misidentification of their piece The Tragedy of Macbeth as Mac Beth resulted in an 
offer of full permission to act as a mutational agent for thls project. 
I saw 7'he Tragedy ofMacbeth live at Highways on  6 February 1999. The production in- 
cluded Mark Steger as Macbeth; Hannah Sim as Lady Macbeth, Witch, Soldier; David 
Hardegree as Witch, Soldler, Banquet Guest; Carol Cetrone as Witch, Soldier, Ban- 
quet Guest; Peter Schroff as MacDunquo, Ghost, Death; Marianne Magne as the Ar- 
cheologst; Illya Brodsky as Muscle; and two musicians, Ann Perich and Daniel Day, 
who provlded Voice of Witches, Voice of God, and Soundtrack. As there is no  ad- 
equate vldeo documentation of the show, I am Indebted to Sim and Steger for their 
help In refreshing my memory of the performance in our interview (2oooa). All quota- 
tions from this piece are based on the unpublished script by Sim and Steger (1999). 
Sim and Steger Identify the horn as "Eartrumpet" in their script for Mac Beth. The 
"Eartrumpet" substitutes for the "Crown" In thls episode. Coincidentally the actor Pe- 
ter Schroff is deaf in one ear. The ear trumpet was used as a hearing aid in the past. 
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18. Hannah Sim and Mark 
Steger in osseus labyrint's 
Liquor Cotunnii (1991), 
at Theatre Artaud, Sun 
Francisco, C A .  The twin 
gender-obscuredfigures con- 
joined in the thighs offer a 
graphic/symbolic representa- 
tion of Hannah Sim and 
Mark Steger's partnership. 
(Courtesy o f  osseus 
labyrint) 
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